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DS - 200  “PRO SERIES”

• 13 different race programs (see advanced programming)

• 4 displays per lane. Easy and quick reading of laps and
time with only one key stroke.

• Specific race Program for Rally-slot.

• Specific race Program for Dragster Racing.

• Time Programming: maximum 10 hours (less 10 seconds),
minimum 10 seconds.

• Lap Programming: Maximum 9999 laps, minimum 1 lap.

• Programming minimum time gap between 2 laps (to test
motors, calculate top speeds, checking section time) also
used to avoid double counting.

• PERMANENT programming. Memorize a program until
new change  (keeps the program in memory even during
power off)

• TOTAL or INDEPENDENT lane control can be selected
on any race program.

• Pause key.

• FREE START (with power on track before the green light
is on) or STANDARD START (no power on the track until
the green light switches on) option can be selected on any
race program, giving an extra chance for fast drivers with
a fast reaction. If a driver jumps the start he will lose 1
complete lap as a penalty. At the end all cars will stop when
a “Stop & Go Box” is connected.

• RS-232C port to connect a computer. Includes free software
and codes for developing your own software.

• Shows:
·Lap timing, each time a car cross the sensor.
·Spend time or left time to end of race, during or at the 
end of the race.
·3 fastest laps per lane during the race or at the end.
·Total time spent per each lane to finish the laps 
programmed.
·Section timing in Rally-slot programs.
·Timing in 1/10000 of seconds
·Flashing light on winning lane
·Fastest laps during the race flashes.

• Track power control through control boxes: “Stop & Go
box” and “PRO Stop & Go box” (for “INDIVIDUAL
CONTROL” the “Pro-Stop & Go box” with two relays
is required).

• Individual red/green traffic light for visual control of race
start.

• Beep signals when: programming, start, last lap, end of
race, pause, fastest lap.

• Special exit for “DS-Card Control” connection (like credit
cards or phone cards) to use for race, drivers, or control for
rental use.

GENERAL FEATURES:

CONNECTORS:

• SENSOR: Lets you connect the sensors for lane 1 and 2.
Different options are available: dead strip (available on most
track systems, only 1 direction of running), infrared bridges
(available on most track systems, which works in both racing
directions).

• To PC (RS-232-C): Enables you to connect the Lap Counter
DS0200 to any PC through a COM port (RS-232C). It utilizes
the free software for controlling the races (connection wire
DS0052 is required)

• CONTROL: To connect the control boxes “Stop & Go
box” with one relay (DS0021),  “Pro Stop & Go box” with
two relays for individual lane control (DS0061) or “Dragster
box” without relay (DS.0060)

The control boxes allow an easy connection of controllers
and track power units. Each box is for 2 lanes. Controllers
for each lane can be plugged in using international 4mm.
plugs (banana plugs). It suits any controller type (MRRC,
PARMA, CARRERA; SCALEXTRIC, NINCO, etc…'ff) with or
without electro dynamic brake. Traffic light in red/green big
LED. Includes all wiring and connectors for transformer,
independent wiring to track (with easy lane direction change).
Control on start and end of race, giving power to the track
when the race starts and cutting the power off when the race
is over.

• DATA: To connect the “DS-Card Control” or other new
peripherals.

• POWER:  To connect a power unit for the lap counter, to
allow the control of 8 lanes a 3 amp and 12 Volts minimum
capacity is required (ref. DS0051).

START – STOP Key:
Allows to start and stop/abort the race. When a race is over
the winning lane blinks and the lap counter stops counting.
Immediately after the end of the race the counting will
continue during 2 seconds to enable a car to cross the sensor
due to its inertial movement.

• DATA KEYS:
LAPS/ TIME: Clock key.

During the race:
- If a race is programmed for a fixed time: With that
key you can see the race time at the moment (1st push)
or the time left to finish. (2nd push).
- If a race is programmed for a fixed number of 
laps: Shows laps to end (1st. push) or race time until that
moment. (2nd push).

At the end of the race:
- If a race is programmed for a fixed number of 
laps:

· with “total control”, shows total time of the race 
just until the first car crosses the sensor in the last
lap.
· with “individual control” shows the total time of 
each lane to cover the programmed number of laps.

- If race is programmed for a fixed time:
Shows the total time that the race has been 
programmed for and the time left (0). If the race is
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INSTALLING AND CONNECTIONS:

Each module has 5 connectors on the sides to connect
the sensor for the lanes, for the control boxes, for the RS.232C
to connect to the computer, a data exit for DS-Card Control
system and one for connection to the power unit.

IMPORTANT:
TRACK, CONTROL and INTERFACE connectors need to 
be plugged in before power (12V) is connected.
A power supply of 10-12 Volts AC/DC with 1 amp. 
minimum capacity is required, which must be checked 
regularly to avoid problems with the lap counter.

KEYS and FUNCTIONS



aborted it shows the time spent from start to the 
abort (1st push)  and the time left until end of race
(2nd push).

- If race is programmed in F-1:
When the race is over you can see the lap difference
from the winner, the 1st. push shows the time spent
of the winning lane (blinking) and the time spent 
on each lane after the winner finishes (indicates the
second fastest lap).

CHRONOS:
Shows the best time (1st push),  2nd best time (2nd push)

and 3rd best time (3rd push) of all lanes. During the race or
at the end, when the “0000” key is pushed while the fastest
lap is shown, the 1/10000th of second is displayed.

• PROGRAMMING KEYS:
MODE Key:

First key to start programming. When pushed you can 
see the different race programs:

- Time programming: (P-ti): maximum 9 hours, 59 minutes
and 50 seconds, minimum 10 seconds.
- Laps programming: (P-LA): maximum 9999 laps, 
minimum 1 lap.
- F-1 programming: (P-F1): maximum 9999 laps, minimum
1 lap.
- Rally-Slot programming (P-r): See specific Rally program.
- Dragster Racing programming (P-dr): See specific 
Dragster program.
- Minimum time gap between laps: (Pt): See advanced 
program.

0000 Key:
When this key is pushed, the digits on the display of lane

2 will start blinking, after each push of this key the next digit
will blink, with the 0-9 key, the blinking digit can be changed
to obtain the needed value. If there is no key push during 3
seconds, the blinking stops and the key has to be pressed
again, leaving the actual setting as programmed (not in
memory), only during the next race.

0—9 Key:
Allows the numbers on the blinking digits to be changed

while the program “0000” is active.
This key also activates and deactivates the sound (beep)
system. This function always works when no programming
functions are active.

PAUSE (memory) Key:
Has 3 functions:

- During programming (blinking) this key works as a
memory key, when the programming is done and while
the numbers are still blinking, if you push this key the
actual program is saved in permanent memory.  This
allows disconnecting the lap counter without losing the
program stored in memory.

- During the race this key works as a pause key, stopping
the system to count laps and if the “Stop & Go box”
(DS0021) or “Pro Stop & Go box” (DS0061) are
connected also stops the cars at the same moment when
the key is pushed. There is a beep signal during the first
20 seconds of the pause. A second push of this key
continues the race, giving power to the track and the lap
counter will continue with the data from before the pause.

- Allows to program the race in “time on” or “time
off”. See advanced programming.

ADVANCED PROGRAMMING:

Example: If the fastest lap is 8,426 seconds, we can program
the “pt” to 7,500 seconds. Then when a car goes out of the
lane and enters another lane, the infrared bridge will only
register one time between the following 7,500 seconds. So
the race director only has to add a lap to the car that jumped
in another lane. It also prevents a lap being counted if
someone moves a hand through the infrared bridge.

- It is also useful for testing motors or cars. Programming
a minimum “Pt” (like 0,05 seconds) and setting up a
double sensor in the middle of the straight separated for
example by 1 meter, passing between the two sensors,
will generate a fast lap and pushing the Chronos key
will give the time that you can compare with other
cars/motors. (A “V” wire, ref. DS0018, is required to
connect double sensors.)

• TOTAL & INDIVIDUAL Control racing special feature:
TOTAL Control: Indicates that the computer will

stop/start all cars at the same time, which is normally
used in Slot racing competitions.

INDIVIDUAL Control: Indicates that the computer
will stop/start the cars one by one when they finish the
programmed mode. This is the mode to use with the new
feature of Formula 1, as at the end of the race, the winning
car will stop and in the following lap the rest of the cars
will stop when they cross the sensor, the remaining places
are determined based on the lap difference and time
spent running the last lap. It is also useful for racing to
a set number of laps. The time spent by each car to cover
the programmed number of laps is given. All cars must
finish the race to know all the time results. Just by pushing
the LAPS/TIME key the times of all lanes will be displayed.
(For INDIVIDUAL control the new, DS0061 “Pro Stop &
Go box”, is required.)

Programming TOTAL / INDIVIDUAL Control:
- The power from the lap counter must be

disconnected.
- Keep the key “Pause / Memory” pushed while the

power is connected to the lap counter, you will see
on display lane1  “C t r L” (control) and on lane 2
display “t t A L” (total).

- Leaving the ”pause/memory” key, push the key
“MODE”, the lane 2 display will switch from “t t
A L” (total) to “I n d i” (Individual). Leave the one
you need

- Press the “Pause / Memory” key to validate the
programming.

This mode will stay permanently in memory, until changed.

• “time on” and “time off”special feature:
“time on”: with this option the lap counter will start

counting the race time when the green light is on and the
relay of the “Stop & Go box“ (DS0021) or “Pro Stop
& Go box” (DS0061) are activated giving power to the
track, so all cars will start at the same time.

“time off”: with this option the lap counter will give
power to track just after pressing the start key, indicated
with “- - - - “ on the lane displays. While the central LED
is red the counter will not register laps so if a car makes
a false start, the car will have lost (penalty) a complete
lap before its first lap will be counted. The lap counter
starts counting when the green light is on. The race time
starts counting when the first car crosses the sensor,
counting its 1st lap.

For Racing, this new method of free start, with power
on track, give to the driver a new challenge with more
auditive and visual concentration to the race start, giving
an extra advantage to the drivers with fast reaction.
Usually this system is used on Rally-Slot with lap
programming. The advantage of using the “Stop & Go
box” or “Pro Stop & Go box” is that the cars will
always stop at the end of the race.
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• Programming gap time between laps “Pt”
You can use this key for 2 main functions:

- Programming a minimum time gap, you can avoid false
lap counting caused by accidental lane changing, Pt must
be set to a value a little less then the fastest lap time of
the circuit.



Specific race for RALLY-SLOT:
The race is intended for 1 car only. The racer can start
when he wants, indicated with “----“ in the displays. After
the green light is on, when the car crosses the sensor the
clock is activated and timing starts, this allows the correct
running of the car to be checked before the race starts.

LAP TIMING: Lap timing is shown on display 2 each lap.
RACE TIMING: You can always see the race time in display1.

At the end of the race, the seconds elapsed are shown in
display 1 meanwhile the 1/10th, 1/100th and 1/1000th of
a second in display 2.

LAPS TO GO: You can see the laps to go on display 2. If you
are in the last lap, the display is blinking and the DS.200
gives a continuous beep.

SECTION TIMING: When the “LAPS/TIME” key is pushed
display 2 shows the time from race start until the key is 
pressed.

FASTEST LAPS: if the chronos key is pushed, during the 
race or at the end, the best time (1st. push), 2nd best time
(2nd push) and 3rd best time (3rd push) are shown. All 
data is shown in seconds, 1/10th, 1/100th and 1/1000th of
a second.

• How to programm?
Push the Mode key until “P-r” is shown in display1, now

hold the MODE key for 2 seconds, until on display1 “P-rA”
appears. This indicates the specific “rally-slot” program is
entered. To exit this program the MODE key must be pushed
again for 2 seconds.

With this sub-program of Rally-Slot you can set up the
following racing data:

- Laps per section:
Push the MODE key until you see on display 1 “P-rA”.
This can be set with the standard program keys 0000
and 0-9, enabling you to set the number of laps that
are needed.

- Drivers plate number: DORSAL
Push MODE key until you see on display 1 “P-do”.
Then modify it with the standard program keys 0000
and 0-9. This information from the driver number will
be sent to the PC with the data of the race, displaying
then who is racing.

IMPORTANT: With each new race start, the lap counter
DS.200 needs to know who will race so do not allow a start
if a new driver number is not introduced. When this option
is programmed to 0, a race without entering a new driver
number is possible.
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Most used programms:

Race style: Program Num: Used accesorios:
Rally-Slot   Num. 1 Stop & Go Box (1 relay, DS0021)
Dragster   Num. 2 Dragster box (no relay, DS0060)
Hill climbing   Num. 4 or 6 Pro Stop & Go Box (2 relay, DS0061)
Sprint-Endurance   Num. 7 or 9 Pro Stop & Go Box (2 relay, DS0061)
Formula 1-Indy 500   Num. 12 or 14 Pro Stop & Go Box (2 relay, DS0061)
Rental-Exhibition   Num. 12 or 4 Pro Stop & Go Box (2 relay, DS0061)

DIFFERENT PROGRAMS YOU CAN DO:

Programming “time on” and “time off”:
- Keep the “Pause / Memory” key pushed during

4 seconds until the display of lane1 shows “Ti”
(time) and the display of lane2 shows “on”.

- Leaving the ”Pause / Memory” key, push the key
“MODE”, the display of lane2 will switch from
“on” to “off”, or vice versa.

- Press the “Pause / Memory” key to validate the
programming.

This mode will stay permanently in memory, until changed.

1
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- Maximum time per section:
Push MODE key until you see on display1 “P-to”, then
modify it with the standard program keys 0000 and 0-
9. This sets the maximum seconds allowed for the
section and will stop the race when the race has reached
this time. Always in seconds. 

End of Race Stop or Overtime Stop functions will work only
when “Stop & go box” or “Pro Stop & Go box” are
connected to the lap counter.

All data information is always given in seconds (no minutes
or hours), 10th, 100th and 1/1000th of a second.

Specific race for DRAG-SLOT (dragsters):
The racing can be done with 1 or 2 cars, with final results for
both in seconds, 10th, 100th and 1000th of a second.

RACE TIMING: It’s shown in seconds at the end of the race
and changing automatically to see also 10th, 100th and 
1000th of a second in the same display.

REACTION TIME: It is also possible to get the “reaction 
time” (time elapsed between race start and first sensor
cross) and “speed time” (time spent between the two
sensors). This is done pushing the key CHRONOS, first
push to see the “reaction time” and second push to see
“speed time”. Pushing the LAPS/TIME key you can see
the total race time again.

• How to programm?
Push MODE key until you see on display 1 “P-dr”, and

then just push the start key. To use this counting system, the
“V- wire” (DS0018) must be installed including a second
sensor (start and finish).

You can also connect the special DRAG Box with the
typical light tree for this competition style. (includes the “V
– wire”, DS0018).

To program this method into permanent memory:
with the mode “P-dr” in display 1 push the 0000 key until
display 2 starts blinking, then push the MEMORY key.
With this race style, the “Pt” (minimum time between laps)
is fixed to 0.30 seconds.

LAP programmed racing with time in “ON” and “TOTAL
CONTROL”:

The start of the race is with all cars beginning at the
same time. Race timing starts to count when the green
light is showed in the lap counter. All the cars will stop in
the place they are when the first car reaches the programmed
number of laps. Race total time is the one done by the winner.
Start-stop functions will work only when “Stop & Go box”
or “Pro Stop & Go box” are connected to the lap counter.

LAP programmed racing with time in “ON” and
“INDIVIDUAL CONTROL”:

The start of the race is with all cars at the same time.
Race timing starts to count when the green light is shown
in the lap counter. All the cars will stop one after the other
while they reach the total programmed number of laps. Race
total time is shown on all lanes, the winning lane is blinking.
If some of the cars are retired the race director must stop the
race (start/stop key), this car will not have a total race time.
Start-stop functions will only work when “Pro Stop & Go
box” is connected to the lap counter.

Useful for “Rally-Slot” and “Hill-climbing” with 2 cars.
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LAP programmed racing with time in “OFF” and
“TOTAL CONTROL”:

The race is for 1 or 2 cars (main difference with Rally-
program that has only 1 car option).
The racer can start when he wants. It will be shown with a
blinking “----” on each lane display, when the car crosses the
sensor, the clock is activated and will start timing the race.
This allows the correct running of the car to be checked
before the race starts. When a car jumps the start, the car is
penalized as the first lap is not counted.

IMPORTANT: lap counter will give power to the track but
will not active counting before the red light changed to green.

All the cars will stop in the place they are when the
first car reaches the programmed laps. Race total time is
the one done by the winner.

Start-stop functions will only work when “Stop & Go
box” or “Pro Stop & Go box” is connected to the lap
counter.

Useful for “Rally-slot” and “Hill-climbing” with 2 cars.

LAP programmed racing with time in “OFF” and
“INDIVIDUAL CONTROL”:

The race is for 1 or 2 cars (main difference with Rally-
program that has only 1 car option).

The racer can start when he wants. It will be shown with
a blinking “----” on each lane display, when the car crosses
the sensor, the clock is activated and will start timing the
race. This allows the correct running of the car to be checked
before the race starts. When a car jumps the start, the car is
penalized as the first lap is not counted.

IMPORTANT: the lap counter will give power to the track
but will not activate the counting before the red light has
changed to green.

All the cars will stop one by one just past the sensor
when they have reached the programmed number of laps.
Race total time is done for all lanes. If some of the cars
are retired the race director must stop the race (start/stop
key), this car will not have total race time.

Start-stop functions will only work when “Pro Stop &
Go box” is connected to the lap counter.

Useful for “Rally-slot” and “Hill climbing” with 2 cars.

TIME programmed racing with time in “ON” and
“TOTAL CONTROL”:

This program is the mostly used for 2 cars racing.

The start of the race is with all cars at the same time.
Race timing starts to count when the green light is shown in
the lap counter. All the cars will stop in the place they are
when the first car reaches the programmed time. The winner
is the lane who did most laps. This is the most frequently
used system.

Start-stop functions will work only when “Stop & Go
box” or “Pro Stop & Go box” are connected to the lap
counter.

TIME programmed racing with time in “ON” and
“INDIVIDUAL CONTROL”:

Works in the same way as with “TOTAL CONTROL”.

TIME programmed racing with time in “OFF” and
“TOTAL CONTROL”:

The racer can start when he wants. It will be shown with
a blinking “----“ on each lane display, when the car crosses
the sensor, the clock is activated and will start timing the
race. This allows the correct running of the car to be checked
before the race starts. When a car jumps the start, the car is
penalized as the first lap is not counted.

IMPORTANT: the lap counter will give power to the track 
but will not start counting before the red light changes to
green. This is a way of starting the race with active traffic
lights. All the cars will stop when the time is reached.

Start-stop functions will only work when “Pro Stop &
Go box” is connected to the lap counter.

TIME programmed racing with time in “OFF” and
“INDIVIDUAL CONTROL”:

Works in the same way as with “TOTAL CONTROL”.

F-1 programmed racing with time in “ON” and “TOTAL
CONTROL”:

In the F-1 race style, the leader lane display blinks with
the number of laps it did. The rest of the lane displays show
the lap difference respective to the leader. In this F-1 race
style, when the first car that reaches the programmed number
of laps, the race total time is stopped, but the car is
not. The rest of the cars continue racing the actual lap (stop
counting after this lap), and while they cross the sensor the
lap counter counts the time difference from the winner on
this last lap. When the last car crosses the sensor in the lap
following the winner it will stop all cars. The final placing is
fixed with the lap difference and the time difference on the
last lap of all them.

Start-stop functions will work only when “Stop & go
box” or “Pro Stop & go box” are connected to the lap
counter.

F-1 programmed racing with time in “ON” and
“INDIVIDUAL CONTROL”:

In the F-1 race style, the leader lane display blinks with
the number of laps it did.The rest of lanes displays shows
the lap difference respect the leader.
In this F-1 race style with individual control, the first car
that reaches the programmed number of laps, stops and
stops the race total time.

The rest of the cars continue racing the actual lap (stop
counting after this lap), and while they cross the sensor the
lap counter stops each car that arrives, counting the time
difference from the winner on this last lap. The final place is
fixed with the lap difference and the time difference on
the last lap of all them.

This is the best system for rental tracks where all the
cars have to stop after the winning lane and a new race can
start immediately without the cars going around the circuit.

Start-stop functions will work only when “Pro Stop &
Go box” is connected to the lap counter.

F-1 Programmed racing with time in “OFF” and
“CONTROL TOTAL”:

This works in the same way as program #11 but has a
free start. The racer can start when he wants. It will be
shown with a blinking “----” on each lane display, when the
car crosses the sensor, the clock is activated and will start
timing the race. This allows the correct running of the car to
be checked before the race starts. When a car jumps the start,
the car is penalized as the first lap is not counted.

In this F-1 race style, when the first car that reaches the
programmed number of laps, the race total time is
stopped, but the car is not. The rest of the cars continue
to race the current lap (stop counting after this lap), and while
they cross the sensor the lap counter counts the time difference
from the winner on this last lap. When the last car crosses
the sensor in the lap following the winner it will stop all cars.
The final place is fixed with the lap difference and the
time difference on the last lap of all them.

Start-stop functions will work only when “Stop & Go
box” or “Pro Stop & Go box” are connected to the lap
counter.
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F-1 programmed racing with time in “OFF” and
“INDIVIDUAL CONTROL”:

This works in the same way as program #12 but with
has a free start. The racer can start when he wants. It will
be shown with a blinking “----” on each lane display, when
the car crosses the sensor, the clock is activated and will start
timing the race. This allows the correct running of the car to
be checked before the race starts. When a car jumps the start,
the car is penalized as the first lap is not counted.

When the first car reaches the programmed number of
laps, it stops and stops the race total time. The rest of
the cars continue racing the current lap (stop counting after
this lap), and while they cross the sensor the lap counter
stops each car that passes, counting the time difference from
the winner on this last lap. The final place is fixed with the
lap difference and the time difference on the last lap of
all them.

This the most used FORMULA 1 racing style.
Start-Stop functions will work only when “Pro Stop & Go
box” is connected to the lap counter.

SPECIALS:

To start racing with time in “OFF” when the lap counter
is programmed time is in “ON”, there is a hot key. Keep
the memory key depressed and push the start key, then the
start is free just for this race and when the start key is pushed
again, the time will continue in “ON”.

This is very useful for racing with lane changing, when
the first start is with all cars together the race director can
start it free with time in “OFF” and then after the lane
changing the race can continue with time is “ON”.

To increase the timing spent for the free start (between
the start key push and when the red light is over) when on
the displays “----“ is shown push the start key.

To decrease the timing spent for the free start (between
the start key push and when the red light is over) when on
the displays “----“ is shown, push the 0-9 key.
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